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This year has seen a steady
growth with most of the cellars
assisting their producers to
adopt ethical codes and good
labour practices. We have undertaken more than 400 audits in
the last ten months compared
with 280 audits in 2013 and 78
audits in 2012.
WIETA encourages producers to
view audits not just as legal
compliance requirements for
wine export markets but as an
opportunity to continue to
demonstrate this industry’s unwavering commitment to improving the working and living
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conditions of the many men and
women who labour on the vines.
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We will continue to support producers and farm workers with
training, capacity building, advice and technical referrals
where we can.

try’s unwavering commit-

In this newsletter we hope to
shed light on some issues raised
within wider industry forums
and report back on broader progress made in ethical trade in
wine.
Yours in Ethical Trading
Linda Lipparoni
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INTERNATIONAL
ENGAGEMENTS
“The importers were very positive in
wanting to understand how much
progress their supply chains have
made in participating in the WIETA
process.”
WIETA’s Chairperson, Mzukisi Mooi, Board member, Wendy Pekeur and CEO, Linda Lipparoni, were
invited by Systembolaget to attend a Swedish Wine
Importers meeting hosted in Stockholm. The meeting was attended by over 70 wine importers, Systembolaget management and the WOSA representative for Scandinavian countries, Maya Bertus. The
importers were very positive in wanting to understand how much progress their supply chains have
made in participating in the WIETA process and following the meeting they wanted to obtain more information on supply chain audits and certification
statuses.
Systembolaget also held a round table discussion
with a range of wine importers, Swedish NGOs and
trade union groupings, Systembolaget management,
Maya Bertus and WIETA with some key questions
being explored around how we can address potential blockages and barriers to ethical trading in the
South African Wine Industry. The discussion was
very supportive of the industry’s efforts to proactively manage ethical trade. However, many participants had concerns that Systembolaget were not
doing enough to support the efforts and to recognise the companies that were progressing.
The CEO thereafter attended a lunch in Amsterdam, organised by the WOSA representative Sara
Chanell and attended by 18 women representing
wine retail and buyer associations.
They also had the opportunity to meet with the
senior management of Ahold, Jacqueline Snoeker,

Balancing New
Technology

the Director for Sourcing, Bert Matla, the European
Sourcing Manager for Bulk and Hans Bootsma the
buyer for South Africa, North America, New Zealand,
Australia and Eastern France.
The meeting proved to be very positive. Ahold,
comprises both the Albert Heijn retailer and Gall
and Gall, alcohol retail division, currently holding
33% of the retail share in The Netherlands. There are
900 Albert Heijn stores and 550 Gall and Gall
stores. It is estimated that they are responsible for
around 10% of the wine sales in the Dutch market.
They claim to buy more bulk from South Africa than
any other European market with most wine coming
into the country through Germany.
Ahold is a member of BSCI and the Ahold wine
buying desk aims to be BSCI compliant by 2015 for
all their own brand products. This target, they hope
to extend to other brands in time to come.
WIETA was asked to do a code comparative with
BSCI code and have just completed it.
WIETA’s undertaking of the GSCP was applauded
and Ahold were keen for WIETA to seek recognition
from BSCI.
On the next visit to South Africa, Hans and Bert
committed to a follow up meeting with WIETA and
were keen to look towards a broader meeting with
key producers in the industry.
Ahold, although supportive of the seal, was keen
to understand how long it would take for the entire
industry to be Fair Labour Certified. Carrying a Far
Labour Certification on only some products, at this
point, as opposed to all their products would from
their point of view potential add risk as most of
their consumers, already believe that all wine
sourced through Ahold is ethical.
Jacqueline’s opinion is that the Seal for Ahold
would only hold significance once at least 80% of all
SA wines were eligible.
She was however supportive of looking at creating
a Dutch website which would better explain the Seal
initiative.
Jacqueline further undertook to support ethical
wines and requested Sara to contact the KVNW
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KVNW (Koninklijke Vereniging
van Nederlandse Wijnhandelaren)
to talk about the work done by
WIETA, progress made and
to
encourage importers to monitor
their supply chains in SA.
The CEO also attended the
Wines of the Beautiful South where
she had the opportunity to meet
with UK buyer sand had a meeting
with the ETI and Comic Relief to
discuss the outcome of the Diversity Management Training funded
by Comic Relief and to explore further funding options.

WIETA
TENDERS
Over the last two months, Alko,
Vinmonopolet and Systembolaget have put out tenders for
ethical WIETA certifies wines.

WIETA RECEIVES FUNDING
FROM THE WESTERN CAPE
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE
WIETA has received R1 million from the Western Cape Department of Agriculture. This funding has been allocated to the
GSCP global audit recognition process. Part of the funding is
looking towards developing a more efficient members database
system within the WIETA office.
Most of the funding is earmarked for the development of training material for producers, workers and contractors in the areas
of understanding ethical trade, labour issues, safety in the workplace and the handling of chemicals.
We have developed user friendly booklets for workers and
these are available in English, Afrikaans and isiXhosa. We hold
training sessions for farm and cellar workers and contractors in
health and safety and labour issues. The training sessions are
also aimed at assisting contractors with their SARS, UIF and
COIDA registration.
If you are interested in participating in the training programme
please contact Amelia at amelia@wieta.org.za

Brands like Spier, KWV and

Simonsig have been successful.
Congratulations!

This also becomes a very busy
period for the office as we receive many applications for
various wine categories applying for tenders.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED
AUDIT QUESTIONS
LIVING WAGE
Q:

Why does a cellar worker need to be paid the

minimum wage when they fall under the Basic
Conditions of Employment Act (‘BCEA’)?

A:

WIETA Code 5 states that employers shall

strive to pay workers a living wage. No living
wage is currently set down across the whole agricultural sector. The Sectoral Determination (‘SD’) 13
applicable to farmworkers sets out the minimum
wage for all farmworkers per hour, per day, per

in order to qualify to receive an ethical certification.
Amounts paid above the minimum wage are considered a better practice in terms of striving towards a
living wage. Payment to any farmworker less than
the minimum wage will be regarded as a Non Compliance with the WIETA standard.

LABOUR
CONTRACTORS
Q:

Why does a labour contractor need to be in-

cluded in an audit?

A:

To obtain ethical certification from WIETA, pro-

Monthly

Weekly

Daily

Hourly

ducers are required to assume responsibility for all
aspects on his/her farm(s), including labour contractors providing labour to the farm. Producers
remain jointly and severally liable for the contractor’s compliance with the law and for all incidents
that can occur on the farm.

R2420.41

R558.60

R111.72

R12.41

Compliance possibilities:

Minimum wages for employees in the farm
worker sector: Minimum rate for the period 1
March 2014 to 28 February 2015

week and per month. See the table below for the
current minimum wage for the period until 28 February 2015.
WIETA regards the minimum wage for farm
workers set by the Sectoral Determination as the
bare minimum that its members further up in
the value chain are required to pay their workers

A producer can include a labour contractor into his
audit, or
A labour contractor can apply for membership and
be audited in his/her own capacity.
Labour contractors need to comply with UIF legislation, Compensation for Occupational Diseases and
Diseases Act (‘COIDA’) and Skills Development Fund
Act. They need to supply you with an exemption
certificate (IRP30) as proof of wages paid, they need
to be compliant with the
WIETA Code and legal provisions (registrations, employment agreements, ID book
copies, salary slips, disciplinary codes and procedures)
and a Section 37 Contractors agreement needs to be
signed and implemented
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MEDICAL
TESTS
Q: What medical tests must be conducted?
A:

TESTING OF PRESSURE
EQUIPMENT
Q: Do I need to test my compressor?

Medical examinations and tests are conducted

on workers who were identified in the risk assessment to be exposed to ergonomic, biological,
chemical, psychological or physical risks above legal or acceptable levels.

Workers who could be under risk:
Chemical operators – Physical Medical, Blood Test,
Audiometric Hearing Test
Cellar chemical operators – Physical Medical, Lung
Function Test
People working on high buildings– Physical Medical, Psychological test
Fork lift operators – Physical Medical, Eye test (not
necessary when holder of a valid PDP).
Non Compliance: When no medical report is available on the date of the audit or when medical reports are incomplete.
Observations: Medical was done but not signed
correctly, tests was done by a general practitioner
and not a health and safety practitioner, the hearing / audiometry test results are not in the possession of the employer as in terms of the Occupational Health and Safety Act, the employer must keep
these test results for 40 years.

A: The Pressure Equipment Regulations under the
Occupational Health and Safety Act (185 of 1993)
states that large pressure vessels and steam generators need to be inspected, internally and externally, by an approved inspection authority at intervals
of 18 months and that smaller pressure vessels and
steam generators need to be inspected at interval
of 36 months.
Testing of pressure equipment remains a legal
requirement, but for the purpose of an ethical
audit will the non-testing of pressure requirement on farms only be marked by the auditor as
an observation. Non-testing at Cellars will however be seen as a non-compliance where larger
pressure equipment is used.

STAFF APPOINTMENTS
2 New positions have been filled.
The Standards and Certification Co-Ordinator is
responsible for managing the audit process. This
position is held by Amelia Heyns. Amelia is a lawyer by profession. She can be contacted at amelia@wieta.org.za

The Office and Finance Officer has been appointed to assist with bookkeeping and managing
member data. Elmarie Sanders now holds this
position. Elmarie can be contacted at
finance@wieta.org.za
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AUDITOR
PROGRESS

ACCREDITED
COMPANIES BY
REGION

Over the last period WIETA’s membership
has risen to 1075 producer members. In
September WIETA provided 4 awareness
workshops to a further 600 producers
from the Orange River Cellar in Kakamas, Keimoes, Upington and Grootdrink
regions of the Northern Cape. The Orange River will start to take some of their
key export producers through the WIETA
process from 2015 over a period of a few
years.

2014 STATISTIC

730

1200

companies
have been
audited;

1000

385

800

600

companies
have been
certified;

400

190

200

0

Stellenbosch
Robertson
Breedekloof
Other

WIETA
Membership

Members
Audited

Members NO of Farms NO of Cellers
Accredited Accredited Accredited

November 2013

November 2014

Total NO
Farms &
Cellars
Accredited

wines have
been
approved to
carry the Fair
Labour
Practice Seal.

Swartland
Paarl/Wellington
Worcester

Nov
2013

Nov
2014

WIETA MEMBERSHIP

776

1075

MEMBERS AUDITED

347

730

MEMBERS
ACCREDITED

203

367

NO OF FARMS
ACCREDITED

-

343

NO OF CELLARS
ACCREDITED

-

9

TOTAL NO FARMS &
CELLARS
ACCREDITED

-

441
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WIETA FAIR
LABOUR
CERTIFICATION
SEAL

AUDIT CAPACITY
We currently have 15 auditors working with
WIETA and another 10 that are in training. Over
the last year we dealt with over 400 audits.
If you have a qualification in labour law or occupational health and safety, work within the wine
and fruit industry and are interested in joining
our audit team on a consultancy basis, please
contact Linda at linda@wieta.org.za to find out
more about our Auditor Development Programme.

60
187 Wines currently qualify to carry the
WIETA Fair Labour Certification Seal. We
would encourages wine producers who can
guarantee that the grapes and wine production sites have been audited and certified by
WIETA, to apply for the Seal. Only 60% of your
wine producers on your WS or WSB wine application to SAWIS need to certified. The remainder must have gone through an audit.
Contact Andrea at admin@wieta.org.za for the
necessary application forms.
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